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Micro Micro Metropolitan Deluxe Black (SA0212)  
 

The ergonomic design makes the Micro
Metropolitan the perfect all-rounder. With
its wide, curved T-bar and large wheels, it
offers an unmistakable cruiser feel. In
addition, the front wheel suspension
provides more riding comfort. For a safe
ride in the dark, the integrated Tube Light
and the reflectors on the brake. A cool and
practical companion for everyday use!

Wide curved handlebars, Integrated
Micro Tube Light & reflectors. 

Front wheel suspension, splash-proof
mudguard

 CHF 249.00  
      

      

The Micro Metropolitan Deluxe is not only great for city dwellers but also for parents who like to take a
leisurely scooter ride with their kids on the weekend. Safety and comfort are top priorities for the Micro
Metropolitan Deluxe. The handbrake and the adjustable disc brake in the rear wheel guarantee optimum
braking power. For good visibility and visibility, even in the dark, provides the integrated Micro Tube
Light on the handlebars and a reflector on the rear wheel cover. The front suspension, the large wheels
mti a diameter of 200mm and the wide curved handlebar with Schaumtsoff handles allow maximum
comfort. In addition, the Micro Metropolitan Deluxe has front and rear mudguards, so you are protected
from dirt and water while riding.

Color: Black
Ideal for: City & commuting, sports & leisure, shopping & excursions.
Age: Adult
Dimensions folded: 82x54x34 cm
Product weight: 5-8 kg
Weight: 5.85 kg
Handlebar height: 80-105 cm
Foldable handlebar: Yes
Height adjustable handlebar: Yes
Tire size: 200 mm
Tire material: PU tires
Running board width: 12 cm
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Footboard length: 33 cm
Footboard material: Aluminum, Non-slip sandpaper coating
Max. Load: 100 kg
Mudguard : Yes
Stand : Yes
Strap holder : No
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